COMMON PHRASES FOR EXAMINING POETRY:


THEME is developed.
The theme is revealed when . . .
The theme is recognized when . . .
The theme is derived from . . . 
The theme is understood when . . .  

IMAGERY is employed.
The poet employs [uses] imagery / images / symbols to . . .
Strong imagery is evident throughout the poem.
The [vivid / dramatic / somber] imagery assists the reader to understand the . . . 
Imagery evokes a - - - - mood. 
The poet has juxtaposed the image of ----- with the image of a ----- so to 
The poet compares / contrasts the images of . . .
The poet describes / paints . . . 

POETIC DEVICES are employed.
Poetic devices are [frequently / effectively] used to illustrate . . . 
Similes assist the reader . . . 
The frequent use of poetic devices paints a picture of  . . .

MOOD is established or created.
A somber mood is apparent throughout the poem.

CHARACTERS are developed.
The poet describes a character.
The speaker is revealed to be . . . 
The main character, Bill Smith, is described as . . . 	
A poem’s subject / speaker is portrayed as . . . 
The poet [ primarily]develops his characters through . . . [poetic device?] 

POINT OF VIEW is used / employed.
The poet writes in the third person so to . . . 
Fred Smith employs the first person point of view.
Narrating the story from the first person point of view, allows [permits / provides the opportunity] the poet to . . .  

IRONY is understood.
The central irony is revealed when . . . 
Irony exists whenever . . . 
Irony occurs when . . . 

A GOOD POETRY RESPONSE WILL
feature a proper intro sentence
reveal a good understanding of the poem
integrate quotes properly
explain and clarify all ideas fully
relate ideas back to the question /  topic sentence
have coherence , unity and transition
have varied syntax and style
show evidence of sophisticated vocabulary

How to analyze Literary Devices and Rhetorical Strategies
(Use this model as you study for and answer questions on nonfiction assessment) 
When you are asked to identify and then analyze a literary device (first intended impression), think in terms of speaker, audience, purpose: 
1. Who is the speaker? How does he use the rhetorical device? What is the speaker saying through his use of a particular literary strategy? What is intended by his use of the device? 
2. What is the speaker trying to convince his audience to do or believe? Consider the context of the writing/speech. What is going on contextually that we should consider when looking at the chosen device? 
3. Why does the speaker choose to use this device? What purpose or goal does it help him to achieve? 

DO’s & DON’T’s 
 Do NOT tell me why and how it is a literary device (don’t define it). 
 Do NOT be vague when analyzing what the speaker is saying/intending—I need to know that you understood what you read, so don’t try to obtain points through fluff. 
 Do NOT recall what is going on in the story/speech—ANALYZE!!! Tell how/why the device is used to achieve a particular purpose!! 
 Do NOT simply state what the speaker is saying; you are to ANALYZE the rhetorical device and its purpose!! 

Cut Modesty and Hedging
You should cut statements that suggest modesty, phrases such as I think, I feel, I believe, in my opinion, and it seems to me. What do phrases like these tell readers that they don't already know? You wrote whatever they're reading; therefore, the piece must reflect your opinion--right? So cut modesty!
 
Also cut hedging. Sometimes you'll need to qualify points, there's no doubt about that. But when it's overdone, you're hedging. You'll find yourself using words and phrases such as for the most part, more or less, somewhat, rather, as it were, and virtually. You might even write a passage like this.

In my opinion the registration procedures at this college virtually require more discipline to complete than academic courses. For the most part, it seems to me, each of us is subjected to standing for hours in lines that twist from steamy registration bungalows into the cement quad beneath the blazing sun. I feel the situation is not only unhealthy, but also somewhat inhuman.

Do you feel the power of the passage? It's there, but hard to sense because of the excess language. If we "cut the fat," cut all the modesty and hedging, the energy comes through.

The registration procedures at this college require more discipline to complete than academic courses. Each of us is subjected to standing for several hours in lines that twist from steamy registration bungalows into the cement quad beneath the blazing sun. The situation is not only unhealthy, but also inhuman.
Now the passage has more impact and reads faster. When you can cut the clutter from your prose, the result will be writing that has power and speed, and is ultimately more convincing.

Minimize intensifers
You can almost always cut out intensifiers, words such as very, really, quite, totally, completely, definitely, just, and so. These words carry over from speech habits. When speaking, people use them with vocal stress.

The REALLY terrible storm ripped across the bay and TOTALLY destroyed business buildings and homes when it hit shore. The result was VERY disastrous: SO MUCH wreckage, SO MANY helpless people, SO MANY lost dreams. To see it was REALLY disturbing

In writing, stress comes from using powerful words, not from using vacant intensifiers. In fact, intensifiers seem to "de-intensify" by distracting from more muscular words. If we simply remove the intensifiers from the previous passage, what have we lost?

The terrible storm ripped across the bay and destroyed business buildings and homes when it hit shore. The result was disastrous: wreckage, helpless people, lost dreams. To see it was disturbing.

Once the intensifiers have been cut out, you can clearly see what you've read. You can also see sections that might be stronger with more detail because you will notice empty spaces. For example, the second sentence seems to move forward with quick bursts of information, but as readers do we have a clear sense of what this scene looks like? With added details, this passage can be much more dramatic.

Original Minus Intensifiers: The result was disastrous: wreckage, helpless people, lost dreams.
Possible Revision: The result was disastrous: wreckage floating in the flooded streets, helpless people clinging to each other on high ground and rooftops, and lost dreams that seemed to be carried away with the biting winds.
These images paint a picture that we will not forget as quickly. Now take a look at your own writing, and see where you can eliminate intensifiers and add more vivid details.


